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Cause - definition of cause by The Free Dictionary Synonyms: cause, reason, occasion, antecedent These nouns denote what brings about or is associated with an
effect or result. A cause is an agent or condition that permits the occurrence of an effect or leads to a result: "He is not only dull in himself, but the cause of dullness
in others" (Samuel Foote. Cause | Define Cause at Dictionary.com Cause definition, a person or thing that acts, happens, or exists in such a way that some specific
thing happens as a result; the producer of an effect: You have been the cause of much anxiety. What was the cause of the accident? See more. cause Meaning in the
Cambridge English Dictionary The most important point is that there is an urgent need for research to discover the cause of this disease. From Europarl Parallel
Corpus - English Degradation caused by such conflicts can cause frequent dropped connections and degradation of service.

Cause Synonyms, Cause Antonyms | Thesaurus.com c.1200, "reason for action, grounds for action; motive," from Old French cause "cause, reason; lawsuit, case in
law" (12c.), and directly from Latin causa "a cause; a reason; interest; judicial process, lawsuit," of unknown origin. Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) - Causes - NHS
The exact cause of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is currently unknown. It's a complex condition and may occur as a result of genetic predisposition (a natural
tendency), environmental or unknown factors. Most researchers believe that certain genes a child inherits from their parents could make them. cause | Definition of
cause in English by Oxford Dictionaries Definition of cause - a person or thing that gives rise to an action, phenomenon, or condition, a principle, aim, or movement
to which one is committed.

Causes of Diabetes - What Causes Diabetes? The reason there is no defined diabetes cause is because the causes of diabetes vary depending on the individual and the
type. For instance; the causes of type 1 diabetes vary considerably from the causes of gestational diabetes. Similarly, the causes of type 2 diabetes are distinct from
the causes of type 1 diabetes. The top 10 causes of death - who.int Of the 56.9 million deaths worldwide in 2016, more than half (54%) were due to the top 10 causes.
Ischaemic heart disease and stroke are the worldâ€™s biggest killers, accounting for a combined 15.2 million deaths in 2016. These diseases have remained the
leading causes of death globally in the last. Alzheimer's disease - Causes - NHS Alzheimer's disease is thought to be caused by the abnormal build-up of proteins in
and around brain cells. One of the proteins involved is called amyloid, deposits of which form plaques around brain cells. The other protein is called tau, deposits of
which form tangles within brain cells. Although.
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